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MUMBAI: India’s passenger trains are notorious for being rick-
ety and spartan, but the government is hoping to change all
that with a new “luxury” service. The popular image of rail
travel in the country of 1.2 billion people is of hundreds of
people crammed into carriages, perching on roofs and hang-
ing off the sides. But with its reclining seats and “in-rail” enter-
tainment featuring Bollywood movies, the Tejas Express may
be getting the country on a different track.

Of course it is a far cry from the luxury train recently
unveiled in Japan complete with Michelin-starred chefs, solid
cypress bathtubs and a cosy snug with roaring fire.  But by
Indian standards the new service, which also boasts wifi, a
selection of games and audio channels and allows passengers
to press a button to call attendants, is a hit.  “It is like what air-
lines offer,” said Adarsh Parsekar, who was on the inaugural
journey on Monday.  Gone are the ubiquitous tea sellers and
samosa vendors who sell snacks to hungry travelers through
the open windows of regular trains during platform stops.  

In their place are vending machines offering coffee and a
catering trolley that passes through the aisles of the cool, air-
conditioned carriages, whose windows are sealed tightly shut.
The doors are automatic and centrally controlled rather than
manually operated and each coach is equipped with CCTV
cameras. Railway officials are billing the service, which runs
between Mumbai and the tourist state of Goa, as India’s first
luxury, yet affordable train.  

Tickets in second class cost around 1,190 rupees ($18)
while in first class the price is in the range of 2,590 rupees.
That is around 20 percent more than a regular train on the
same route, depending on when tickets are bought, but

cheaper than the average flight. The Tejas Express takes eight
and half hours to reach Goa, only marginally quicker than reg-
ular services. It is capable of reaching speeds of 200 kmh (124
mph) but rarely will due to speed restrictions on the line.

The train is scheduled to run five times a week, apart from
during India’s four-month summer monsoon when it will go
down to just three services. If it proves popular then officials
plan to expand it to other l ines, l ikely starting with
Ahmedabad in nearby Gujarat state. Monday’s first run
appeared to go down well with locals-although foreign visi-
tors wanting a more traditional Indian train experience may be
inclined to avoid it.  “I think the Tejas Express was good and an
innovative idea and I would definitely recommend it to my
family and friends,” said Parsekar. — AFP 

All aboard India’s new
luxury affordable train

WELLINGTON: New Zealand expects to post a big-
ger-than-forecast budget surplus in 2017 and plans
to invest the extra cash in infrastructure to fuel the
growing economy, Finance Minister Steven Joyce
said yesterday. The government predicted a NZ$1.62
billion ($1.14 billion) surplus in the year to June ver-
sus its prior forecast for a NZ$473 million surplus in
the December half-year economic and fiscal update.

“These surpluses are significant, but they will be
needed to meet the cost of the very large new capital
investment the Government has committed to,” said
Joyce while presenting the annual budget. Joyce
announced NZ$11 billion in spending on infrastruc-
ture including road, rail, prisons and housing over
the next four years. The budget also included a
NZ$6.5 billion package to increase family incomes by
adjusting tax thresholds and increasing grants as the
government tries to woo voters ahead of national
elections this year.

“Success breeds success,” said Cameron Bagrie,
chief economist at ANZ. “They’ve worked really hard
over the past five years to turn deficits into surpluses
and when you’ve got money in the bank it gives you
options.” The better-than-expected result was
helped by strong corporate taxes and because some
government spending on reconstruction after
November’s earthquake has yet to take place. The
New Zealand dollar was largely unmoved after the
budget was released. The government forecast a
NZ$2.85 billion surplus in the year to June 2018, ver-
sus a prior forecast of a NZ$3.34 billion surplus.

A recovery from last year’s sharp drop in global
prices for New Zealand’s main export earner, dairy,
and booming tourism has led to unemployment
hovering around eight-year lows of 4.8 percent and
GDP growth at 2.7 percent. The Treasury lifted its
forecast economic growth to 3.7 percent in the
year to June 2018 from 3.4 percent, and 3.5 percent

in the following year from the 2.6 percent previous-
ly forecast. Economists questioned whether New
Zealand’s growth would be that strong, given
capacity constraints, particularly in the construc-
tion sector.

Despite a strong economy that remains the envy
of developed country peers, fast-rising housing costs
have pressured the government to do more for first-
time buyers who have been priced out of the market.
Economists said raising tax thresholds was an
acknowledgement that not everyone was benefiting
from the fast-growing economy. “The focus of policy
initiatives was very much on assisting low-income
earners and low-income families,” said ASB Bank
economists, in a research note. Record immigration,
which has fuelled rises in housing prices, is also put-
ting a strain on infrastructure. The government previ-
ously announced a plan to build 34,000 new homes
over the next decade. —Reuters

New Zealand expects to spend surplus on infrastructure 
Government forecasts NZ$1.62 bn surplus

Moody’s slashes
Hong Kong rating

following China cut
HONG KONG: Hong Kong yesterday hit back at a decision
by Moody’s to cut its credit rating on the city, which the
agency said was becoming increasingly close to mainland
China. The move was announced hours after the firm down-
graded China for the first time in almost three decades cit-
ing concerns about its ballooning debt and slowing eco-
nomic growth. Moody’s decision came as China tries to
clean up a toxic brew of unregulated and risky lending that
for years has fuelled the economy’s spectacular growth,
though some analysts doubt Beijing’s willingness to quit its
debt addiction. 

Beijing rejected the cut, saying Moody’s had used an
“inappropriate” method to assess the risks facing the econ-
omy. In downgrading Hong Kong, the agency outlined the
growing links between the city and the mainland, with
banks increasing China-related lending, while its stock mar-
ket is also linked to bourses in Shanghai and Shenzhen
through separate tie-ups.  The city’s involvement in China’s
Belt and Road initiative also brings its economy and finan-
cial systems closer to the mainland, Moody’s said.  

“The downgrade in Hong Kong’s rating reflects Moody’s
view that credit trends in China will continue to have a sig-
nificant impact on Hong Kong’s credit profile due to close
and tightening economic, financial and political linkages
with the mainland,” it said in a statement. “The institutional
features which grant Hong Kong, at present, a degree of
political and economic independence-together with the
SAR’s intrinsic credit strengths-allow Hong Kong’s rating to
exceed that of China. But the two ratings, like the two
regions, remain closely linked,” it said.

Moody’s cut Hong Kong from Aa1 to Aa2 but upped its
outlook from negative to stable. Earlier it had downgraded
China to A1 from Aa3 - its first since 1989 months after the
Tiananmen Square crackdown-and also increased its outlook
to stable from negative. It affirmed the Aa3 rating of Macau
and upgraded its outlook to stable from negative. Hong
Kong’s Finance Secretary Paul Chan said Thursday he
“strongly disagreed” with the move.  “We are of the view that
Moody’s has overlooked the sound economic fundamentals,
robust financial regulatory regime, resilient banking sector
and strong fiscal position that Hong Kong has,” Chan said.

He also said the Belt and Road initiative will help Hong
Kong businesses enter new markets, boosting the city’s
economy, adding China is also a “key source of growth” for
the global  economy.  Jackson Wong,  of  Huarong
International Securities said that he did not see the down-
grade as necessary and it would have little impact on the
city. “I don’t think it will affect investors’ view on Hong
Kong because they believe Hong Kong has a strong finan-
cial system. As of now the city, in every aspect, is still very
strong and I don’t see any deterioration. Hong Kong is
semi-autonomous after it was handed back to China by
Britain in 1997. It preserved its financial and judicial sys-
tems and enjoys liberties not seen on the mainland. — AFP 

GOA: Tejas Express luxury train leaves for its first return journey between Goa and Mumbai at the Karmali railway sta-
tion in the Indian state of Goa. - AFP         

MUMBAI: Indian passengers travel onboard the Tejas
Express luxury train during its first journey between
Mumbai and Goa in Mumbai. — AFP 


